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    Does Your PBIS School Need A PBIS Booster ? 

 RCS does an excellent job with PBIS! Each of our RCS schools 
have PBIS implementation levels earning GaDOE recognition!  
However, with all the challenges of 20-21 do you feel you or 
your colleagues need a PBIS Booster?  Think for a moment of 
the first word or phrase that comes to mind when you think 
of PBIS.  Positive? Core value? Motivation? Every student?  
Help?  Am I doing PBIS correctly?  I need ideas!  You, your PBIS 
coaches, PBIS teams and schools have put in a great deal of 
work to make PBIS successful and to establish positive school 
cultures! However, is a booster needed?  

PBIS booster sessions help focus a PBIS team.  This can be a 
time to revisit PBIS implementation, plan with your PBIS team,  
identify new goals based on SWIS discipline data, SAS or TFI 
data, or as a time to share and exchange PBIS  ideas!  Many 
schools use a PBIS booster session to review or create       
behavior lesson plans, review the school wide matrix, or to 
discuss implementation of PBIS innovative practices that are 
unique to their school.  A booster session is also a great time 
to celebrate PBIS accomplishments!  RCS PBIS coaches are  
excellent resources!  If you feel you or your school would 
benefit from a PBIS booster session, please reach out to your 

coach or Dr.    
Willerson!!   

       

     Dr. Dale Willerson 
PBIS  District  Coordinator                       

Contact Information:                  

dwillerson @rcs.rome.ga.us     



The Cycle of RESPECT! 

“Never take a person’s dignity: it is worth            

everything to them, and nothing to you.”           

Frank Barron 

A foundation of respect is key in developing and 

maintaining a healthy learning environment.       

Respect is defined as a feeling of deep admiration 

for someone or something elicited by their abilities, 

qualities or achievements.  Most often, it is thought 

that respect is a way of treating someone.  PBIS and 

respect go hand in hand as all RCS expectations 

center around respect!  

Students and educators believe respect should be 

present in schools.  Both students and educators  

notice when respect is present or not present in the 

classroom.  How both students and adults treat each 

other is a major reason of why PBIS expectations 

should be a focus for all.   Students often say respect 

is a two way street~ respect gains respect and have 

the belief that respect is earned!   

Educators serve as a model of how respect should 

be expected and given.  Students find educators who 

look for strengths instead of criticizing, who pay 

attention, listen and validate students are respectful 

of the student.  In a world of challenges, RCS PBIS 

and respect support our RCS students!                

              Relationship Strategies                  

  for Teachers! 

Research supports Positive relationships!      

Practicing a  4-1 ratio of positive to negative   

interactions allows adults to become more    

mindful of the need to increase positive            

interactions!  Several strategies to help with  

positive interactions include:  

 Give Individual Praise: Find what works for 

the student!   

 Clarify Your Expectations~ Students succeed 

when they know what to expect! 

 Allow For Mistakes! 

 Engage Students!  

 Reward for practicing classroom & school 

expectations!  

Positive relationships allow for a stronger and 

more positive classroom climate!  

                       February Push  

Become more aware of SEL Core Competencies!  

 

 
 
 



        

    PBIS Spotlight: West End 
        
West End PBIS Goal:    
To motivate our students to make             
positive choices by encouraging them to 
show their PAWS: Positive Attitudes, Act                
Responsibly, Work hard, and Show Respect.   
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             
 Words of PBIS Wisdom from West End                                  

 Dr. Drummond, Principal,  West End       
PBIS has had a positive impact on our school    
climate by reminding us to recognize students 
who are consistently meeting our behavior     
expectations.  I am thankful for the way our teachers have               
implemented PBIS strategies to create and maintain positive learning 
environments.   
                                                                                                
Mrs. Rowell,  Assistant Principal,  West End    
PBIS is a leading factor in the success we see at West End.   Building  
positive relationships with our students and recognizing those who 
make positive choices is the key!   
 
Angel Cordon, PBIS Student Expert, West End  
"PBIS is when we can do fun things for good behavior. Each celebration is fun and 

everyone likes what we do. My favorite is the snack cart!"  
 
Jayden Mantooth,  PBIS Student Expert, West End  
"We get rewarded with fun stuff when we show our PAWS. I   
really liked when we had pajama day! It was the same day we 
watched the Polar Express for Christmas.  We also had a great 
snack to go with it!"  
 
Chris Moscoso Mendoza, PBIS Student Expert, West End 
 "PBIS" is good because you get to go to the PAWS celebration if 
you work hard and show respect!"  It helps you to be good."   

 


